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.Professor Marilyn Mik~lsky, \
the Acting Director of Campus I /
.Planning, spoke in an interview late 'by Steve MoskOwitz facilit~ or theadmirrlstrative'staff
last week about the major 'problems -, Graduating seniors now have a to 'comply with .that many dealers,
. facing-theJ~arbchCampus.· choice in companies from whom we -decided to start with two of
. Professor Mikulsky has held the they may. purchase their Baruch . them."
Position of Acting Director for a College. rings. Breaking the tradi- In select~g the rlngcompanies
year this 'September. Previously, ~ .~ --~' ion of providing.students with.on:- __which__ar_~_Jo_.co..!Jl~te __~Jc~rl.!~I1,
she. had' been. Dean of Ad- ly .one company to choose from, samples are looked at and judged
.ministration 'of the. Graduate ~uch has implemented an' addi- by the Senior Affairs Committee.
center of the City University of tional company to' give~ts a -Then, a- decision js made. But
, New York. It was largely because more varied selectionof rings. The, sometimes the losers can't always .
or"-the many architectural awards two companies who will provide 0 accept defeat. This' author has
that the Graduate Center received this selection are Josten's and Art- learned from outside sources that
that Professor Mikulsky was .Carved, both of whom have been at an altercation occurred two' years
encouraged to work at. Baruch in Baruch before. ago concerning this issue. .
her present position. In past years, the· one-nng- A' repreientative from Herff-
Seated behind the <;lesk in h~r company policy has been.a fOCal Jo~, a ring' company not:chosen
spacious office in room 504 of· the ,- point for criticism; students com- by .Baruch, solicited for hiscom:-
24th' Street Building, ·PrDfessor plained that it limite9 their' choice ,pany at Baruch' against the Col-
Mikulsky addressed herself to a in rings, and several ring companies "tege's wishes. Subsequently, he was
barrage-of problems concerning the felt that the company selection pro- reprimanded and then expelled. 'It
B'lr.uch calnpUS. Emerging asa "critical shortage in what we call Why aU the stalling? The reasons cess was unfair. is on this basis" that Dean·
pivotal issue. was the lack of lounge suppOrt space." This includes the are multiple. First'of aU,'any city or It was therefore that Jay .Finkelman stated, Hhaving only
space in the college. , c a f e t e ria s,Iibrar ies , and state proceedings move very sfowly. Finkelman, Dean of Students, and . one ~ompany has 'the potential' to
- '. "BarUch College, while·pr.esently' classrooms. "We know what we wan"t to get," Dr. Allan Golden, Assistant Ad- . lead tocotruption."
enrolliJig the secqnd .largest number . The problem of cramped space in said the alert ~ mature woman, "but ministrator of. 'Business AffaitSat Dean Finkelman and Dr. Golden
of,studeAts in all of CUNY, also Barul:h is .receiving ,city wide 'at- it's frustrating to hear. 'Well~ wait BarUch decl4ed that, as of this are satisfied with the selection of
has th~ seCOnd lowestrati9 of sPace tention. Dt.,H9we, the·Educational another year.,·n· ·semester,- they would allow'more . Josien~s "~'''ArtCarved;'-''-com-:, ·
per ~nident.While-.most city Consultant· for' Mayor ,K~~ AlSo! Professor '. MikulskY",felt than one ring company to vie for panies known for their high-Qllality
~Ueges have some 600,000 squareyisited 'fuecoUege just last week.-that it was nnportant to r~.st .deal student's ring selections.. meicbaDdise~4'Thetwo who' reatly
feet of- spaeeper student,. Baruch Professor Mikulsky said that Dr. with' improvemeJ;lts that" were . "'We felt that :two complete.ly in- '.' wanted to be here are" here,"
.College': has 'only'442~OOO sciWtte HOWe' is "well :'aware' ot our pbySicallyvisi6leto'i larg~ number dependellt'.'ring-deaJers~would°give Fii1~etm8n said.,-He"added;- .Slf <-:;
, . feet~. deficiencies on· every' leveL" 'She' of students in 'orderJo boost their the students more of a choice," an~Q~e~~e up with'~ail alter~
.' .0 .. . ~'f.doD't.t biame:the students for added, ,"'EverybodYo is very sup- moral and their respeer for the Golden,emph~~ nate strategy (or selling CoUege
~: .. ,..jdel!tifying, the lounges as a prime portive.io· terp1S of " 'making .building.'These 'projects included. _ ul w~ pUs~:(or.asmaD~ ring·,' . rings on 'co!nP!JS, tllat would,~n~.,
_" . concern, U 'said, ,Professot' everyOne RCognize that we need a' ~othiiigs'"isthe reno\rationo.f:the·, ~ies.aspossi1~~e-;"Fm~··' be;tter:cfor- our..students,r~··be.













by:Donaid Laub . College with another' former' place, and people are constantly
..Harvey .Duvdevani, anAssociate Baruch employee, Lew' Tamaris. being trained;"
~strar at .Baruch. College, who ..~~. '. Tamaris, .: the . last person . As for why. there has. been so'
-;;-:.r. __ . Was .in .. charge . of Fall, '7~ carrying the full title of Registrar at .many changes recently, the con-
, ..... ' .0 --,---~t¥stration,.,has lef.t-...Ba.ruch,-tP---~mG~--kftlR-l-9-1+ •._---~_..-'--:~--------sensus-seems to-·be tbe-moves,wer-e,
~:. . !'eeame'- Registrar .o~ C.W. Post Baruch students might wonder if . made for career advancements..Dr... '
.College. An. ~s()Ciate.~e~istra~, these change~:nave - . caused .Gree~ said, -"Mr.. Duvdevani was I' .
. Mr. Duvdevani worked mainly 10 decreased efficiency In the looking for a challenge elsewhere. ",
the .registration process: With his Reg istrar ts office; Baruch Mrs. Collis said, "They simply left..~
departure, Audrey COllIS,. also an students might also. wonder: . why for better jobs."
'Associate Registrar, who, works ' there' has been so many changes " The appointment of' a new
primarilywith student records and within the past year. " Registrar appears to be imminent,
r~:~.. transcrlpts.has been named Acting Tom. Tyburzcy, recently ap-· Dr. Green said he expects the'
':::', Registrar..Mrs. Collis anticipates pointed Associate Registrar, said selection to be made within a few
~~,' - being in this position- for only a "There has been no adverse effect: .weeks. They' are looking for a students.
~::';'r.. . short while. She said, "I .expeetto When replacements 'are needed person with at least. seven years The new Registrar will be abouta month) must be one. of the'
g~'..::, .._ be Acting. Registrar only ~bo.ut,~ there are people;" ·Mrs. Collis fel~' experience in registration 'and .inheriting.an office that receives longest around. Of coursevboia
~,~:~,. . '" ,.~on~~~ruch,i~act~veIY searching. t~~t the job ~b' registration was, records, services at a, moderate. to high. marks frC?m. various ad- these problems are dueto the small
[r?~' :-- o~or~a~~ar •.::- - -- .--:--:-handled:-.. -weU . y-:the:..staffof, largeinstitution~:t\-master's:degree:-ministTativeofrtCials.,However, - siie,;6!-ROom:loli~in~beUt~~Street· _
i;';t;:~,~"' . The.'~regtstrau~ ..held . thl~. 'past .Registrar's office this past. Sep- is required, and among otherthings there is ecknowledgemem that bUildingwbere registration~isheld.
[:.... ~ptemt>.er was condueted~thout tembe.r., .Administrative Vice- the candidate must be familiar with problems do exist. One official at TIierehaS~ beea " :moving
{~::i;, ..~ 0;,_, __th_~,~~lC~ .o.~' G~~? o~~a'.,~ho,P!~i,d~t" David Green, under· the~heory ~d practice ,~fhi$b~r .~~~~l"t~li~:aR"r~~•.'''"' ".~~~'~
~~: nO" .-' was· the·AeU~'R~Sh:e:.tefts~':aut-..otit.y ·the-..··RegiStr~~s·-edueat.ion an<t'baYe.~~ ·hOk<O~';U''''!nlis:.~;cff~'~ - ...• 0-.''-.'''':' ,'""""., -';~.:' '. ..... ",,<, ,~ ..~ .. ~:_,._.- -_.~.::..
~i~ I~~~~~~:~~ ~~J' -. - ~: .' ·,~.~~:~~?:~'.~·f
(_":.~ ~km~ __.~~~~=:~~_~.~~~~~~-?~
~;: ..~~~~"-' ·'-~·~·itit;;;;r~~~thprof.l\,mailskY~ .. "" ":.~". H •••• '''-~- ~1.·~·- -. -..... '<~'-''-~'-1

















by Darleen Bever Women's Center most valuable
.~ Nobody ever said it was going to asset.
be 'easy and that is certainly what The move was a positive step for
themembers and dreamers of the the. Center but it cost us our entire by Matt Santoro
Baruch, College Women's Center tangible assets. We were robbed Last week the University Office
have found. , ' and ironically all, our belongings of Student Financial Assistance
,". Q
This month, Women's Center were politely packed for removal. , notified Baruch College's Financial
wiu be one year old and we intend So as"! we all now the Baruch Aid recipients that their Financial
to celebrate that with all t~e College Experience does not protect Aid .checks would "be delayed one
, bravado and pride of a toddler who you from life. There are no ivy' week (Oct. 31-Nov. 2). But thisfact.
'has learned to balance on his own covered walls here to keep out the I was soon made fiction thanks to
two feet. And though it hurts a bit, bad guys. Baruch students are the zealous brow-wipers of the Ac-
to admit, you can stili see someof faced with all the fiscal arid rnoralicounting Depr., who' labored-
the bandaides ttf:! cover with problems that New York City has desperately to distribute the checks
tenderness, the results of some of to offer.' And if everythingyou've on Friday; Oct. 27.
the spills we've taken on the way worked so hard to acquire suddenly A memorandum published in last
, ,-
up. one day, disappears, well ... issue of Ticker said that all SEEK,_
Women's Center .started out in That's life! I BARUCH COLLEGE GRANTS,
the basement. That was not the best ' BU,t, the unwritten Wo~en's:SEOG', COLLEGE' W:ORK'
place to begin but there might be . Center code wishes' to suggest that; STUDY" and' fall BEOG checks
'sorl!efolOg'lo.be said Tor getting-iii .the wotI(fef~rticli'isabov-e-all a wereto be-setback one ~~eK~--upon
under the ground floor. Ifonly that collection of students, and not the this news, notices about' the setback
now it makes our new place at the bureacracy or ~ budget' cuts that were posted around the campus. nie Kleppe, and' the accounting telling when they could." Between
top so much more appealing. seem to be its main rherne. Baruch Cotlege v'Centroller staff. 'This according to Creange phone calls he added that last year,
Women's Center's new space ison Your efforts count and so do ..I2!..niel L.Creange said that the and Klep er,was ',the, largest the checks were shoved back, for
the 20th Floor,of the 315 PAS your needs. Above all this is what checks were pushed back for no ap-. distribution of checks.in the history . two weeks, and that the" 'students
building between 23rd and 24th Women's Center beli·eves. Students parent reason except that "The of Baruch College. were quite mad." The delays can
Streets., Our' original space in the can and should take an active part Board of Higher Education, which The "hectic Job" of check split- happen anytime without warning..
360 Basement is a large space that in creating their world. A world produces "the checks, said that they ting, which would have normally The chaos in the Financial Aid
seems to be used now for refuse that responds to their needs and a would be one week late. " taken six days to complete, was office every pay period shows that
... It would be a great place for a world that they are' proud to be a Mr ~ Creange added that the cluttered into three days and a half.. the blood, sweat and tears of the
disco, already complete with, the I pan of. . 4)000 checks were ready for Fri- When asked if these delays occur Accounting Dept. are well ap-
vibes~om WBMB, but it hardly What can ~e do for' you? What day's unexpected distribution due often, Mr. Creange, Baruch's Con- preciated, Many students are
encouraged the kind of exchange of can you do for us? to. excessive 'over-time put in by troller for ten years' sais, "They delighted when they received extra.


















INDIA CULTURAL CLVB PARTY
Room 913"-'23rdSL
Time - 12;00 P.M., - . " _. - . ,.
Thursday Nov. 9th, 1978
·FOOD! • DRI"NKS! • MUSIC!
tivities completed prior to ad-:
mission. to the Program.. Field
studi~ or internships offered or ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
accepted by the various units of the
City University are not counted as
part of a student's non-classroom
activities, but will be accepted as i
regular classroom credits.
Transfer, credits from colleges
'. ,
outside the City University will be
counted toward the degree if they
areacceptedby a college of. the City
~..
An:ll);no\lativeApproach to a B.A.
_.~ .' - ,,' _.--:-. .... t-· __ '._ .... .... .. ~, -
, .
--............. r: .-
by Bernadette Lynch, situation, the educational validity earned for non-classroom activities
"The" .'9UNY'. Baccalaureate of theproposed program of study, directly related to theindividiial's
to. Program was established by the and faculty recommendations. program of study and performed
Board of Higher Education in; Student~ who gain admission' are under the guidance of the faculty
1971. Its objective is to allow Jhe ;-in~ited to study at any of th~'committee. In special cases" a
- mature and. highly motivated iCUNY colleges and are encouraged maximum of 15 credits may be
dent -wi t h cr stallized; . .
educational and career goals the Integration of their work will be
, , freedom to "design and .implement facilitated by Campus coordinators
an individualized academic who have been appointed at all the
. .
program under the guidance of a undergraduate units of the City
personally selected" faculty com- University.
mittee. A total of 120 credits-is required
All currently matriculated for the Baccalaureate degree, at
CUNY students who have com- lea,~t90 of which must be earned in
pleted 15 crediis at a senior or classroom work with an overall
community college are eligible to average of C. A' minimum of 30
apply to the Program. Admission is credits must be completed after
,based on academic background; admission to the Program'. ~
ability to work in an unstructured maximum 'of 30 credits may be
~,










Are Proud to Present
Bernice Lipson Gruzen
Concert Pianist --
Tues. Nov. 14. 5:00-6:30'
in the Oak Lounge




Register in room 301A,ot the Student Center
Deadline Nov. 10
Top 6 Finishers win






by Daryl Dbaruba secution and still performs this ser- example of businesses operating in'
Professor Aaron Levenstein" a vice today. Prof. Levenst~in told- the aparthied government of South
teacher, of business studies here at the 135 students and faculty present Africa, the repressive Soviet Union
Baruch's Graduate School, spoke that"... the handling of refugees and the cold blooded' nature of
00 B~n~s~d Human R~h~, from~yoo~tryisilietrue~tofwme~ip~qfirmsth~ ~pass~-~~~~-----~--~---~~---~~--~
Monday October 3.01);1 in the Facul- Human rights." , .Vietnamese boat people at sea, as
,ty Lounge at the 24th Street ~ 'situations 'that need immediate
building. Mr. Levenstein startedhis After a short slide show that: study. The presentation was ended
_h_<!,!!:_a~d a h~f a~~ressr! ~y_t~!king focused on the lives of refugees in after the middle-aged evening
about the various countries, Italy, Kenya, HongKong, and Thailand, cr'owd~as told of measures being
Kenya, Thailand, China, and 'the he spoke on the necessity of a new taken to assist refugees-with: their
United States, he had visited in his 'attitude .that business must .adopt troubles. This included the recent
'study for the International Rescue r izing their "social responsi-ibill i~trodutedby Senator Ted Ken-
Committe (I.R.C.). The I.R.C.was bility, the people of the 0 I " nedyand funds being.generated by
formed during the end of the sec- This is thi most importanpr blem va ious business organizations to '
ond world war to assist refugees in' corporati s will face, .the ntlict as~st, these people. ' Professor
~he pr?blemS"that;c~n(ro~~ed'thembetweej' h~irco~poratean~social L~ensieincalls1:llis matter ~~a true
10 their escape from political pro- responsibility. Mr. Levensteingave tes of our-democracy." ,- ........
',. ' .» ".
..... .....~ . ,'~, .. \?!Z _.
~ ..
.L _x J. L
.-~ar ~. ."
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-continued from page 1 by Steve Moskowitz
"Over the 'summer we got a do it all aronce.t" -'Yetshe 'feels that the critical On Monday, October 24th, a the 360-building. -
tremendous amount, of. work '. Furthermore, the office of students are right. blown' fuse resulted in a temporary . AI, Zatorski, Associate Director
done," said Professor> Mikulsky. Campus Planning must, in fact,' &'The); lead a deprived. life, not blackout in the basement of-the 360 of Campus Planning, noted that it ..
BUt she added, "We have- very address itself to the- total physical only . among the other city building. Unlike the flooding. was possible that some smoke,
,limited resources-very. limited campus-s-its seeurity,all buildings universities, but especially on. a incident which occurred one month "just enough to -be discerned,"
funds. We want ~to put it into and grounds,' and .jmy . develop- national level. "Bu,t she added that prior in the same location, there sifted up to the lobby.
visible spaces." mental projects. The wall behind the emphasis must be on learning. was minimal' damage, 'this ' time. ,Ironically, Baruch College
And fundsvof course, are .alwaysihe Professor showed along- list of. "Baruch educationalstandards are Nonetheless, the. black-out attracted scheduled a fire drill on this par-
crucial. One quarter ora,million projects that werebeingdeaft wilt£: vel;, very high. A Baruch dit>Jo~a agreatdealofattenuon. (kular daym thiS particula-=r--'---
dollars is being' spent, on the For example, the malfunctioning is recognized nationally." She The lights.' went', out at ap- building at this particularti~~
renovation of the auditorium, and telephones connected with the added further, "Lounges you can proximately 8: 15 a.m. Firemen, which added to the confusion.
one half million: is being spent on stalled elevator in .the 23rd, Street almostdo without.T say almost." equipped with emergency lighting. Frank ,Ward, Genefai.. Manager
_ the repairs of nearly one thousand building early in October. have Al Zatorski summed up the arrived on -the scene at 8:3() a.m. of WBMB, Baruch's rad~station,
, ·19~ windows in the 17 Lexington': been traced to their owners. The lounge dilemma. He said, "When I and slowly trickled into the went down ,to the basement to
Btiilding. It is elear that "it is a Bell, Telephone Company will see a student sitting onthe floor- basement. According to Marilyn check on' ihe 'radio equipment at
matter-of priorities. Al Zatorski, hopefully repair the phones within'· that bothers me." His eyebrows Mikulsky, Director of Campus' 10:00 a.m. "The- place was pitch
Associate Director·' of Campus two weeks. Also .the --Women"'s lifted a wrinkled' brow over tired Planning, "this is a common black,"he said. "They told me that'
Planning, who was present for tfieCenter has been moved to what was eyes. He added, "We Want to db it.', procedure in .such a case.'; The the lights would be turned on at
. whole of the interview -interjected, felt' to be a better environment-and ubuild .Iounges) But the priority is. firemen searched areas of the 1:00." ,
'''Have you, ever been in a the subsequent storage space that you must have classes.", fusebex, located betweenthe radio .Light was restored 10 the
classroom-in ·thl!-winter- where-the -reshiftoo.·· ,AJid---on~c()ctober'·30,---Professor- .Mikulsky ,. .rechned: station andthebookstoTe~untilthe basement at 1:20 p.m, by the
windows are cracked?" - Professor Mikulsky went to comfortably in her chair., She defective fuse· was found. After building electrician and things were
It seems 'then" that the Albany to continue theargument in seemed energetic and 'pleasant after finding it. 'they exited, the building returned to status quo. When asked
development or lounges must defense of Baruch's right to the use a full day- of budget meetings. She ~at 8:45 a.m. i; ; if he saw 1lnY correlationbetween
becessarily suffer. at least tem- of the Court Building near the tilted her wheat-colored head of "Some people said they saw the blackout and the flooding, Mr.
·porar1Iy. Student Center. smoke, but "'didn't see any,'·'said· .Zatorski replied with a smile, "Yes,
, .
"1 don't see the limited space we Professor Mikulsky, however. continued on page 19 Charles Capo, an elevator starter in they were in the same building, tlI
have loosening up until after the ,was .able to sympathize with all ~ ~
windows are jn," said Professor sides of the lounge problem. She'
Mikulsky. . The project will said that she felt that she met her
·hopefully be completed in commitment for new lounges with.. ' ,
February. Mr. Zatorski confirmed the installation of the spaces in 528






1. Student Input Session.
Discuss Economic_stfinan~e-CurI'icuhml
, 2. Faculty Service Award
.-.





SIGMA EPSILON XI/SIGMA IOTA NU.
, - ~
-(Baruch's answer to Animal House)
Wants Everyone To Come To
Room fOO6 (26th 51.f
12:00-2:00-.;.m. Thurs. Nov'. 9th'
to help plan their
Long Awaited Party & Trip,
-Check your toga at the door,
and please, no food "fights during the ~eeting--:
Sociology Society
Where-Is Our, Y~uth of- Today Going?
Willie Ross of Convenant House will speak
on the Runaway. Problem:
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party. Having-been 'present at the
party myself, I did. 'observe the,
Caribbean Party JEWISH ASSOCIATION FOR
.COLLEGE YOUTH.
SIGMA IOTA EPSILON
'(National Honorary Society in Management)
"Now Accepting Applications for Membership
Information.Available
in..the Management Department Office
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. :.. <~l!1I11I11111.I;:, .', " ....
Vangu8r~memberspresenting .plaque to Gil'
Noble9 host enaexecutive producer of "Like it




















The African Students Assoc. Proudly present the movie on the all
Negro Festival (FESTAC)·bela in Nigeria in 977. .
If you missed it in Nigeria, now is your chance to witness at
Baruch.
Time 12:30-' 1:15. Date Nov 9/78 Place Room 1-303 23/1cx
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should be an intricate part of life,
stand behind t~o~e principles
'..We had a terrific year and we're
not just getting older, to quote
Madison - Ave., "we're getting
better. "





c. the . opportunity to pursue
independent study under the




. BARUCH COLLEGE VETERANSASSOe.•. :::: .._.... -::.====--.
. .
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i continued from page 2-
It'is 'the . 'individual's respon- 'the degreeof Bachelorof Arts or
sibility to form the faculty com- Bachelor' of Science from the· City
rnittee, which is to be comprised of University of New York. Students
at least two full-time faculty transferring out of the program
members who agree to supervise before completion of the degree
the student's program of study. will be given a certified statement
The chairman of this committee of the number of credits completed
must hold the rank of assistant, and approved by the faculty
.. ~ - .,.
-associate or full_ professor in a committee and the Dean for
discipline directly related .to the University and Special Programs.
student's area of interest. The . It must be emphasized that the .continued from page 5
student must be aware of the fact CUNY Baccalaureate Program is p.m. in room III at the 24th Street;
that the faculty is' engageai;l- designed for the mature and highly building," pointed out the club's'
myriad activities, and it is no motivated student with the ability. advisor.
simple matter' to convince two to work in '~in unstructured She added, "The features of the
professors to devote time and situation. This is not a short-cut to event will be talks, meditation, and
energy to supervising an in- a degree; it is, rather, an op- a special video tape documentary
dividual's personal program .of portunity and challenge for the produced in England." . t
study unless the student's uniquely-motivated, academically- Vivian Ramirez, freshman club
seriousness of intent and the capable and self-directing' in- member, feels that the new club
validity of the proposal is made .dividual to design a program of and programs will relieve many Of-
evident. '. study in consonance with his/her her anxieties,
The faculty committee guides the educational and career goals under "Meditation will help rile
student in planning a course of the guidance of a personally concentrate more in school work,"
study, approves the program, and selected faculty committee. . Vivian continued. "Thar's why I
ultimately recommends the student The advantages.of such a program joined the club."
to the University for the award of a are: Other members expressed similar
degree. Studentsplanning 'to apply a. the freedom to selectively feelings. Most want' to increase
for non-classroom credits' must choose courses rdirectly related to their concentration through
prepare a detailed outline of their the individual's area of meditation.
program- of study or work ex- pro~es~iort.al .in~erest with a Evelyn Hernandez, the only ' :
perience in consultation with the mimmlzatlon, of what are married club member said that she
faculty committee. . sometimes regarded as non- joined because the club '''is dif-
Applications for the CUNY pertinent subjects; ferent!"'" .
Baccalaureate Program and further b. the opportunity for" CUNY . The" Meditation .Club will-.
inform~ltionare available from. acceptance o~ .expe~iential non- continue holding sessions in room'
Elaine Egwes, Director, at 33 West class-room acnvity, directly related 603 at the" 24th Street building
42 St., _NYC 10036, 7904743, or.~ to the student's program of study during club hours every Thursday.' .
from Dr. Jean Buchin at Baruch, and' performed .under faculty Advertisement will be the club's
3-I-~P.~.S.,'-I"G9m-l-OI2,72S-7641. com.m-itt~eguida~ce,.' to . a first goal. reported Gary. , -:!>. " ,."
. _. .University. All Program students maximumof ~O creditscin spec~ "We want people in. Barucbsno
-;~.fullof'fruit must matricuI~teat a ~io~ college, cases, a :m~lmum .. o.f 1-5. ~~fs~know ~e,'re_~er~:: ~c:. snorted, .~
;~;=r;~~~~~'b~\~::":-"~~"".:<.,. . .. ' ,~.•. :" .,;', upon completionof-Sgcredtts. - ~ maybegranted forthis qualitative "uTh~lt's··riglitu::"sboutea-·'~,.
...neaJ. ~.,.,#-.......", .:"~' Sl1l~Qts. -..~bA '. JS,IlC~fully,., ,·experi~.PQqr~~~o~JoJ~ m~;' ~·~~eu:.:peoPle".~·to~,:dioP-,'·~-
'Co ." • '."'. ::i·f()lllplete~.Pro8nimareaW8t\bl",~~·Pr~/·".;;:':·:,down~~hlivt·~·O.;~1;,.f2~:~Hf:u.?~~~ . '/~~~~
~ ~.-' ............ - ~ UIlQ ..-.: 4ia... ~-. .... --.' . "'\~.:~~_~~ ~:: ~.:.;.~~~:.:~_•.:.,;..,;:.~.;~..;~:..;~~~-',....... ~.- • -..;w.;..;.;.~.;..·'~ ,",-~'~'".- ~-- ;;,- -- -' . . . '., .:...~.~ ;.;:~~
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Cheerleader's season has begun.
All those interested meetings willbe held Tues. & Thurs.
from3:0Q-5:00 in 23rdSt. BId. Rm:611.
......
Sagittarius (November 22-
December 21) A co-worker is
jealousof your great abilities.· Pay
no attention, they'll get over it.














In the last two segments of this ' "On May 31, 906 A.D.' . .. place to visit. The pricesdescribed
series, I described my experiences King Ludwig III. elevated ... -below are averages. A regular hotel
and feelings about Czechoslovakia Jqh~,n_nIfrom serfdom to freeman' room for two for one night wil~ost
. andGermany, The formerv an Ir~n and to the ranksrof nobility and about:' $75., "A good sized lunch
Curtain countryrproved to be quite appointed him chief administrator consisting of a-cooked-meat, bread,
: different from the, United States. of Canton Glarus, Switzerland. vegetables and a beverage can be
Germany is much like .America in "He was given the name "Schudi;" bought at the average restaurant.
many aspects, suc'!. as high In the thousand plus. years since for about $12. T~es and the
technical,· industrial, and then, the name has changed salaries are about .three times as
. materialistic standards.' The slightly. Enough self history. much as in America:--A swit-
Germans, though, still hold on to After leaving Glarus, we drove to chboard operator in Switzerland 51 Not suitable 23 Coach Hank __
many traditions, which made my. Zurich' on the Autobahn, whichis makes 'about $28,000· ayear. One to ACROSS . 56 Church attendees 24 Examines before
visit veryexciting. . ~he European equivalent of the five room houses, usually b1iilt on 1 --' of the 1aw 57 One of the con- robbi ng ,
8 Easily bent· -quistadors 25 Pirate's word'
,After' leaving Neuschwanstein, Interstate highways.. I learned that hills, range in prices from $100,000 15 City near Los 59 Drum sound 26 Car or horse
where the original "Disney" castle many tourists are' disappointed to $250,000! At a roadside cafe, we Angel es 60 Subject of Newto.n I s27 .MQre to Nader I s
'1 . . 3,6 Capital of Burma first law . liking.
stil exists, we left Germany. I was when they visit Swiss cities. Most ordered three large beers. The tab 17 __ . bread 61 Attractive 29 Gap: Sp.
accompanied by my aunt and .expect to see chalets all over and was the equivalent of nine dollars! 18 Burning fragrance 62 Si-nk 30 Li terary twi st
uncle, who are Americans stationed Heide on the mountains. Not As a result of thesehigh costs, less 19 Fi 1m cornedi an 31 Ora pro- \l
Charl ie - 32 Rub 1i ghtly in
in .the United States embassy in anymore. The cities are . highly Americans visitSwitzerland. Many 20 Relative of jeans DOWN passing
Prague. Both ~. seasoned world -industrialized and busy.· They of the tourists are the West Ger- 22 Financial grace. 1 Secular ' 3'3 Spokesperson
period 2 Prefix: at right 35 ·"Star· __"
.·travelers whose nowledge about resemble small American cities, but' mans, whose cost of living has-also 24 Large letters, for angles' 36 Kind of. flu
European. places . and> cultures they are exceptionally clean. After increased rapidly. short 3 Sports organi.zation 38 Fearless
. Z' d . 28 Subject of Kilmer 4 Liquid measures ' 42 "-- of Honey"allowed me to see the highlights of seeing Urich, we rove to the city, The next city we visited, Geneva, poem . (abbr.) , 44. '~Go: __ay!"
Euro~ in .. a ~ho-:!~ :nf ..iJIi~: .:o,fo,~l~,!.~v~~mallY~~l"~~~,i!l~is~~.t_~c: .;!D.c:>~~a~lti.~~l} have .,_.~.~~~~?t:~~~~~y ..,-~.~:-:.r;~~.::~ ;;_._4~ ~~t~~~.gof
We spent little time"tn A.tiSttia;~nd' ~and'nn]earby:'to~:'l:flsited·s~. Ttie- cttytsbufttaround one 36 City near Chicago'· 7 'ripe of orange 46 Give~a darn
drove to -Lie c h t e n s t e i n , the homeof my grandfather and end' of Lake Leman and the 37 Pacific inlet· a Mark Twain 47'''An apple __.....
Liechtensteia is a· cute .litde·great...grandfather; I. saw the buildiRgs seemto rise-out of the- (3 wets.):., .character : .AS.Word- inampaign, ~
,- .. , . .-,- "'. . 39 Regard hi ghly . 9 4\ctr:ess Ho~e ... poster' . ,
countryvonly 62 Square miles Iarge, . schoolsvchurches, and stores. Lmet shore. Like most other.Swiss cities, 40 Create a closed 10 Victim of 57-Across 49 Parseghian,. et al.
complete with its own government, relatives for the first time, The only Geneva is picturesque and well shop 11 Ripening agent SO"Mother of Apollo .
The royal castle is located on a hill . barrier was . the language. They kept. 41 Mythical carrier 12 Study, with "up" 52 Certain fed
42 Thin Man's pooch 13 Emulate Charlie 53 Comedian Johnson
overlooking the country. "The speak Suisse-Deutsch, which is a - In the next few days, I had brief 43 Belgian river Brown 54 'School chief (abbr.)
people' speak Gentian, _and« use I Swiss dialect of German. Thus, encourrters: with the people, :: ~~~~e~:r~~ ' ,Ji ~~~~i ~~~ a~~~~~~s ~~ ;~~iiX for hero'
Swiss currency. . , everything had to be translated, customs, and currency of France
~d oor ron~~~ion w~ rnth~ ~d North~n Italy. The most ----~------------------------~
We "spent the ·remcili1der of the limited: memorable, part of my entire
day and the night in Glarus: Glarus' We toured .Biel, Neuchatel.: and European tour occured at this time.
has -a special meaning to me, for it Lausanne. -We left the Gerytan We were st~ying in a hotel ~t t~e
is a part of my "roots. H The speaking section and entered the top of the Sirnplon Pass, a historic
following is an excerpt from a book, French sector. route over the Alps' between
about the 'Tschudi' history: -Switzerland IS a very expensive con-tinued on page 19
. by Maria Marrone - .Leo (July 23-August,22) Iron out
Aries (March 21-April 19) Al dif~t:rences w.i.th ~riends o~ mate.
thrilling love affair knocks you for "'\hmgs smell nicer In clean air. ,
a loop. When you recover from the I . . ..
shock lightning strikes! Virgo (August 23 ..September 22)
, \ Exercise is good for you now. Just
. Taurus (April 20-May. 20) In- as well, you're tired of v.;aiting for
teresting conversation with a the elevators.
younger female will be very
stimulating.
..... ~... -.",: ...
I
Mr,Dealer: 8reyeB of. I Kraft Inc. will ntimbuNe(:apricorn (December 22-January youl~p1us~handhng
19) Daydreams come frequently. I =~~~~~.
. 'redeemedlor any
Thank your lucky stars, it's a Breye!S~byyow ,
I customer ProY1ded you .'" pleasant change. receiVed It on your'3C1leof) , thisproduct arid that sufti·
Libra '(September 23-0ctober 22) , , I ~~~~~all
Aquan·us<, (January 2o-February 18) ,~by you~oExhaustion sets into your 'lifeless -
bQdy., .Semeone recently met can YOt1.~oun,ter abrief.,ESP ..~x-,l ~~~BY549·-Gemini (May 21-June· 20) A,
heavenly change comes· about. make you come alive again! perience. A .close· friend's never I,'
, ending e~fottsmay'pay ofL'
Exdting news puts 'y~u-on cloud ". . . ., .. _'. ", . . , '1'
. ,~ .,'.. ... .. .-'" .'. ~-..lo (October 23. November 21) _ .'. .,. ,. '.. DlneJ,),.' -l..." ": '. C'.,' . ,. ~U'II"'..' • ".,.. . , .' "
'..[;',n!,I;r,::('::·','l- ~;., .. ' ::. ~Yoa',firid yourself"'cbasmga ,hot Pisa$(Febr~19-March 2O)fcel :,J
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TOTALSUPPlIES EWIP~ EVENTS FOOD' JUSC.-- -- --
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~2. 60. $7sO~00Society . o 278. SO •
Africa!}
StuGents Association 60. 300. ISO. 40. $550.00 .
American ~rketin9
··-Ass«i·ation .-. _.. 80;- --- - ~ -- -_.~~ -.-- .,,,,,. au. o $310;1)0--
Asian
Students 40. 300.' 125. 10. $475.00
.'
Baruch
Internship ISO. 200. SO. 00. $500.00
B.ruch
Music Club· . 3SO. 100. SO. S5OO.00.
Bio-Med 0 rlOO. .•
Society 1SO. SO. tutor1. $400.00·
Black St"ot!nts .
OT'far.izatior. 375. ZOO. SO. S6ZS.oo
Caribbean
Students 20. 650. 200. 30. S9OO.oo
Chess
C]ub .- 10. 240. 175. SQ. 25. S5OO.00.
Chinese
Cu1t.ure Club ISO. SO. ~. S225.oo,
Chinese .
10.
Stu~ent Assoc. , SO. zo. $80.00,
Christian i
Club . . ~ 300. ~. ZO. $400.00
Circle I( 80. 30 • S110.oo ..
C.Q.M.S. 20. ISO. SO. 40. S260.OO.
Educcltion
~cie:y Z(}-, 1-. - .






TOTALSUPPLIES. ~ EVEN~S FOOD MISe
"ALL 1978
CLUBS-- . -- -- --
Photo
Club 275. 75. 25. $375.00
0
Po1i t i ca 1
Sd ence Club 160. 40. 5200.00
Pride 30. 4QO. 300. SO. . 5780.00
-9si Chi 100.
100. tutoria 5210.00. 10.llise
Psyct>o~09J'
20. JOO. 200. 40. S560.00Club
Publ ic 2SO. SO. roo. 25.Relations .5425.00
P~b1ic Speakins
ZOo - 125. 15b. - 100. . $395.00l Debate Society .
Retailing 20, 150 50. 25. 5245.00
Second Floor
~soc. 40. 100. SO. 20. 5210.00
Sex/Slr.
150.: SO. 5200.00
::llgrDa Alpha _. .', .. ". .
A1Dha
• ." I
5775.00- 25. 75. SO. .,. - .
Sigma Alpha 150. 50 . S200.00
l'Iu I
Sociology
Society 30. 225. 100. 30. $385.00
Spanish




15. 200. 320. 125. 15. $675.00
Theatren ,
Vanguard .
15. 100. 100. 25. $240.00 .
Veterans
Assoc. 30. I 250. 200. 50. $530.00
-
i
TOT~l~IES ~ EVENTS FOOD MISC-- -- -- --
Finance and . .
ECOllCllli cs For~ 40. 350. 175. • 35. S600.OO
Foreign -
Trade 50. 150. ZOo 5220.00
---
Class
Council 1981 200. 200. 30. S430.00.. .
.Gay
Club 40. ZOO. 75. 10. $325.00
t/ien.,f.c
Club 2C. 25C. :50. 30. 5450.00 -
HaitTlln
Club JO. 300. :00. 20. S450.OV
Hillel SO. 400. 200. 50. 5700."00
Ind,an
Culture C~ub 20. 100. 95. 20. I S235.00
It41illl'l
30.Society 250. 200. SO. S530.OC
[t41illn
Awareness , 150. 50. S200.OC
Jazz
Society 2G. 100. SO. 30. szoc.oc
J_ish








40. I \Society 300. 50. S39C.OC
luxury
325. lSO. 25.Productions , S500~OCi
Managemer.t " ISociet.y SO. 400. 75 5525.0:-
-"---- I..
~tional Assoc. I 30. 130. 325. 15. SSOa.00























:SO. I 30G. 20\:. 30-. S56O.OO




I 40 .. ~·1£. S715.00
Ylddis't 30. I j 3G0. 2QO. 4<i. S570.00!
L"'" I\.pra



















£quipnent $110.00 (two e.pe recorders;
Supplies $100. ()(j
. Typewriter repair... SSG.DO
Mise........ .... .. .. 540.00
[~r.ts............••SlO,OOO. 00
Food S3,ooo.00
Supp1res . . .• . . . . . S225.00
Mi sC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SI00.00






























~ .-- -- --.: -- -:_.- - - tcliiiiIIinC~t
. • UNlloated aeserve - $69.llO6.00
Allocations 5SO.910.00
AppHls $6,225.00
UnallocUed ReHrve btlance - $12,67i.OO
eou.r Allocations:
S~ .S-t2- 5Z.488.oo AdYance: Ticker -. S2550.oo
ProfesstClMl Fees ;. Audit1ng -' Sl,2Oll.00 AlIy.flU: OSSA $1000.00
CIt l'lt - $aI.GO .
:uc_scs • (
.' 'Thu:"'.1... -NAv..,.......:"_ l.~v,- -- .'$.Rber9,1978, .~., ,"':'~·.a~~,~-"="vt:'· :,.,.. ">:J ~~ y . THE TICKER. ,~." .: ,. : "'" ~'I.'··J" . . Pagtt.,,9 .fAil .. .. • ~" •
, FALL 1978 AND SPRING' 1979 - COMBINED BUDGET CLUBS FALL SPRING TOTAL
-- - ,
Accounting Society 850 850 1700
'.
A~vertising Society , 750 488 1238




American Marketing Assoc. ,390 580 970
--' .
Asian Students ~ 478 ~O o 825.
.
Baruch Internsttip 500 400 - 900
.
Baruch Music Club , 500 450 950
- .
B-ia-:-Med Society 400 400 . 800, ... .
.
Black Students Organization 625 625 - 1250. .
"-
&ci~ ~ -Caribbean Scents' 900__ 900 1800
... .
Chess Club -500 260 760
:-
Chinese Culture Club 225 . ' 275 500.
- .. .
Chinese Student Assoc. 80 90 .. 17D
~




Circle R 110 '200 ~ 310
C~Q.M;S.
\, 260 260 520
/'
Education Soci~ty 145 145l 290.
Finance. and Economics Fonn - 600 630 1230
-
CLUBS FALL: SPRING TOTAL' -Foreign Trade 220 230 450-
Freshman Council 430 450 888
- ..
Gay Club 325 325 650
.
Greek Club 450 450 900
.
~
Haitian Club 450 450 900
~
-~--.









Italian Awareness 200 200 400 ._.
-
Jazz Society 200 200 400
~




520 500 - 1020








525 525 . 1050.
-
'.'
National Assoc. of, B1 ack Acct. 500 600 1100. -. /' ..
Phi Kappa Theta 200 200 400,
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CLUBS
Veterans Association 530 530 1060
.




Yiddish 570 570 1140
, ,
leta Alpha CMlega 200 200 400
-
- ~
osS6 (FALl ALLOCATION) (Total·s ' 20,~.• OO)











senior Affa1rs••••••• ~ •••
Duplication••••••••••••••
Conti IISJefICY'•,- ... •-•••• _. ~ ••
Expense Re'fllburse.en~ ......
.Advert's1ng•.•••• ~ •• ~~ •••• ~' -
"Pr'1nt1ng••••••••••••••••6500
SUppl1~....... ••••••••• 100.Food.................... ISO









. Science Club 200 200 400
-- ~
Pride 780 780 '1560
~
Psi Chi 210 21-0 4~0
Psychologh.
Club 560 540 1100
-
Public




&. Debate Society 395 395 790
•
.
-. Retailing 245 245 490.
. .
Second Floor'
Assoc. . 210 .. 210 420
Sex/Sin 200 200 . 400-
Sigilli Alpha
1550Alpha 715 775 •
-
Sigma Alpha
200 200 400- 'Mu ..
(.' Sociology .
Society 385 385 770..
Span1sh .




675 675" 1350. :'. -
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We believe it is unfair that the Day Session Student Government is
scheduling six major movies, during club hurs, throughout the Fall
semester. Since thursdays club hour is the only designated time that club
members can meet, these scheduled presentations interfere with our clubs'
meeting time. Also, since the Day Session Student Government is given a
budget above and beyond anything offered the student clubs these ex-
pensive, programs are too competitive.particularly since clubs were
allocated their money too late -to plan their programs withont conflicting
schedules. .
Following up on our Oct. 25th Ticker editorial concerning the severe
lack of lounge space at Baruch, we now urge those students who are also
concerned about this matter to take action.
If you believe, like we do, that the absence of adequate lounge space is
inexcusable; that there is sufficient room at Baruch but that it is not -being
allocated for student lounges, then let President Segall know how you feel.
On;letter or phone call from each Baruch student should convince the
administration' that our demand is a serious one.
Remember, a major reason stated for not supplying new lounges at
Baru'ch is-the' administration's belief that Baruch students would destroy
the property;' an example: the "destroyed" couches that were removed
from the 24th St. lobby. In fact, these couches were worn out with use and
time, never replaced, and'students are now sitting on the floor. .
We also urge the student governments and faculty members to support
and participate in our desperate need for space.
..
To: The Editor of the Ticker
This letter is to inform you and
the students of Baruch' College that
although politics is the name of the
game, there are people with enough
courage and guts _to buck the
political system. Such a person is
Howard J olson, student treasurer
at Baruch College and member of
the Fees Committee. Due' to his
<,
effort the' political movement
Concerning the budget of, WBMB
has been for the' present time..
averted.
The unfair amount allocated to
.. WBMB was defeated due to the
- efforts of Howard and -concerned
members of the assembly. My
deepest gratitude to Howard and I
. hope that his example of courage







- I am writing this letter in
response to an article that appeared
in the Ticker on October 25, en-
titled "What isthe--NewWa¥e.-'~­
The anonymous author of this
illogical article suffers from what L
believe is severe case of non-
funkitis. Non-funkitis is a term
used to describe systems of sickness
-~ -- _. _. - _. _ .... "." - _. - - _.. - - _. -
due to one's loss of sense of rhythm
and feeling (also known as 'funk').
This poor soul who wrote that
article can .not actually expect us to
believe that this new 'wavy' music
is to be taken seriously by the
masses of the people. New Wavy
music represents nothing more than
the bitter frustrations of a number
of burnr-out c , confused and
destructive souls. The author states.
that the" Sex-Pistols arethe "most.
political and violent" of the punk
people, leading us to think that this
group actually has some form of
binding 'beliefs with objectives and
a standing army ready to do battle.
While in reality they are a product
of this heartless society that has
caused them to embark on a path of
.destruction, disguised as seventies-
salvation. Fear not fOT- funk shall
live on· for funk is the heartbeat of
the world' and shall outlive man. ~ .. . ~ - ..
himself. .
Thank you
Mr. Rhythm N. Business
\.' , '.
• _, yO : •
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two areas contribute to inflation
and prevent efficient government
operation, Until these problems are
aggressively attacked, the monster
still has a hand to feed on..
It does a heart good to see that
rhe leader of our country stili has
faith in his consituents, The
.President seems to' believe that
there is a moral spirit alive in the
American People. "It is also ap-
parent that he believes business bas
developed a spirit other than profit..
Unfortunately my fait~ is not as
deep.'
All inall, it was a clever move on
the part of...Carter. It exemplifies a -
consistency in the beliefs of a man
full of morals. -As Carter ·has- said
himself his proposal will not end
inflation but maybe this hideous,
destructive monster will finally go
onthe diet it needs-sodesperateJY~H·..
A.W.
, .
paying of bill which the committee
.·:'---didn't know had--accumulat-eEi!-'-,
Mr. Lowy said.
According to Mr. Ward, most of
the bills are for rentals of. the
transmitting cables used by the
radio station. "The cables were left
--~_.. --_. - - ~-~- - --'."
on over the summer because, if
they were turned off, it would cos~
more to have them turned on
again," Mr. Ward added.
A representative of the Forum
and Mr. . Lowy defended the
organization's budget allocation of
three thousand dollars. The Forum
needs money to repay for. printirig
of its national news letter. Further-
more, they have to repay a .loan ex~
tended to them by the president of
the college.. ,---..s.*,.,_ , ....
Another charge leveled at the
Fees Committee was allegation-of
discrimination, in fund allocation
for ethnic clubs. Mr. Howard
Jolson, -the Day. Session Student
. Government treasurer,.questioned
the "large gap" between the ethnic
clubs budget. Lowyreplied that the
allocation was based on observa-
tion of last seinesters clubs' per-
formance.
The-treasurer then asked that the
assembly 'narrow the gaps' in
clubsv badget, saying ·'we don't
want to discriminate against an~
ethnic clubs." However,. a
organization representative' 'stated
that· the fees· committee have





imaiely $3000, which' was
reallocated to the Accounting
.-Forum, a publication organization.
Mr. Frank Ward, General
Manager of WBMB, alleged that
it was a political move initiated by
Allen Lowy, a member of the Fees
Committee. During the 1977-78
Day Session Student Govenment
, election, the management of the
radio was asked' by Mr. Lowy to
endorse a Better Baruch Associa-. - .
. tion, a former school pOlitical par-
. ty. Mr. Ward refused to comply'
with the request 'and the Fees Com-
mittee took revenge by. cutting the
station's budget.
Mr. Lowy,. representing the Fees
Committe, believed· that the fees
allocation was JUst. '~Most of the
request made by wBMBwas.for





On October 26, the Day Session
Student Government Assembly
raised a controversial budget and
sent . it to the Baruch College
Association to be voted on. Several
organizations < charged the Fees
Committee with political victimiza-
tion and discrimination in alloca-
tion their budget.
According to several sources, in .
a last minute tush, members of the
Fees' Committee' made. drastic
. changes in die budget-allocation
before sending it' to the Assembly
to .be voted on, One of the most
controversial changes. was, the
reduction. of WBMB, the college'
~o:·stationbudget, by approx-
Adam Marcus
distractions. So why not have one
.moreIoungev-er-two--er-three; -er --..
more?
Students need a place to. sit, to
read, to think, to sleep. How does
overcrowding furnish the answer?
~__... _. ...IlJ.i.~_protest may b_~ boringjolisten
to week after week, semester after
semester, year after year. The only
. way to get rid, of a problem, is to
solve it. The" solution, to this
problem is more lounges, beginning
with the 23rd St., ninth floor
lounge.
Editor; Give us time. It's coming:
To: Editor,
Allow me to introduce myself.
I'm Adam and I am a lower
Freshman. I am a member of Circle
K and as of this .letter, I intend to
also have a voice in college haIr'
penings, thru the press.
My grievance is certainly not new
and of course not the last of its
kind. I am extremely disturbed
about the' 23rd St., ninth floor
lounge. Rumors have it that this
extremely comfortable, serene
lounge is being closed or something
to this nature. Why!? I speak not
for myself, but for. many of .my.
peers.
Are we not entitled .to a little
.. comfort, a little quiet, a cozy spot .
away from it all. The 26th St.
building has its tiny 5th floor
lounge which is supposed to be for
the 360 PAS·building also, The
student center is always crowded, it .




Listening to President Carter
appeal to the American People for ....
a regeneration of their patriotic ~.
pride was heartwarming..The stern ,
• "pleas" of this rapidly aging nourishment is gone and will not wage hikes. These two factors are
Carter produced quite a dramatic lose weight until it can no longer contributors f'o inflation because
effect. Wthin me, it caused a sense eat. Tie further realizes that the bite they play' off of each other. When"
of "sympathy-a <moment of of the monster is hard and deep. the boo-boos come from business
concern. It also reinforced my faith The federal government, unions, to raise prices, they are rapidly
in jimmy Carter's political .savvy. and big business all give this II followed by union whines for
The object of his C'talk"- was in- monster his meals and the more he' -. "S,r "3\1'1'"\ m i ";:>. higher wages.
flation, a menace to every working eats, the more he bites. Carter also brought the point of
American that has yet to be con- Back to King ... (excuse me) ;PftJ8rams. In this respect, Carter's government spending. He had
trolled ilfthe civilized world. Yet, President Carter and his gallant L.y-afk was not offensive to anyone stated during his. election campaign
President Carter has vowed to be crusade against inflation, he should except the 20,000 federal employees that he was against big government
the "Knight in White Ar.nor" Who be commended for his techniques. expected to lose their jobs.' -"'? and apparently has not changed his
will _help slay this demon (King By appealing to the American <> The 'President did touch upon view . Tonight he declared a freeze, .
Arthur lives- againl llj> and his 'nation for unity to fight inflation some relevant points; however. on federal hiring, a cutback in
sword shall be the '''~Magic Sword" he has not upset business with nasty One pertinent .. fact was that federal employees and strong
of American Patriotism." Of. talk about regulations, he has 'not business keeps raising prices on the governmental restraint. This is very
...... course President Carter is not as upset labor· .by representing claims of higher production costs commendable. However, Carter
naive to believe a sword alone-will business interests, and he satisfied (one of the .monster's favorite. failed to touch .on abuses within
fell -this. monster.He·~nows--the--rhose--peaple-against big-.govern-. meals), -Anothl:rimponanr- fact is· ..dmlnrstrative----- -agencfes: and
monster will not die until its ment spending' and social that the unions keep asking for wasteful mismanagement. These
'- .
." . .; .. 't . . j.,;
J
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A mind held prisoner by confusion and fear
,Falls ever deeper in a valley of despair
Hoping for some one to understand
to make him well and send him home a man
A voice calling for help in a world of deaf ears
A. voice growing weaker with the passing of years
Sending a message heard by many and understood by few







'I'm writing in behalf of your rought silence,
which day by, day is becoming more tense ...
, A silence that is turning into hate,
therefore, putting my love for you at stake,
but I know that as a man I can aspire . ~
to the great love that within me you inspire... -
I ask you just to give me a brief moment
to confess to you, the reason of this torment .
that slowly is building up within me, a real gloom;
For I played caressly with my doom.v.
Since I met you for the first time,
. I've been.dreamingof you, as being only mine;
and so, from you stealing a sweety kiss
that would be a means in reaching your bliss...
I always believe that someone like you can"give
anything, and when's hurt, also forgive,
by hiding all disdains into the past,
--ana rejecting all that could feelings overcast. ~ .
'" , you may think that I'm a fool
for telling you an these real things
that make of you, 'my missed tool;
the one that would vanish all my stings...
But, feeling I'm, a terrible pain
that little by little destroys my soul;
but from you, my heart depends to live again,
by forgiving my yesterday's discontrol ...
Please my love, share with me your mirth
and fill with happiness the entireearth!l!
Remember, my love,





We made a date for Sunday
.. and you called-me on the phone,
I had forgotten and when you called
I wasn't even-home. .
I didn't call you back at all
althoughit crossed my mind,
I'd see you later in the week
right then I didn't have the time;
You called my house on Tuesday,
but to your great dismay,
My boyfriend answered the telephone
;, and told you to call another day..
~ didn't mean for that to happen
so I called you Tuesday night,
I made my story cleanas I could;
I knew you'd want to fight ..
.You told me I 'was disillusioned
and my weak points were too strong.
- You said YQU loved yourself too much
to let me steer you wronge- .
I didn't want to let you go,
I screamed and cried right 011 the phone.
- I pleaded for-another chance, but




I'm so tired of this waiting- .
. Of watching for stolen glances
From the comers of my mind.
Of this playing,
-Of bleeding liar's"lies,
Arid angry lover's shouting
.That 'never comes.
Waiting like a cast-off, crippled bluejay
Who has no place in graves,
But falters through the motions
Of long remembered flying.
Goodbyes will nevet.come-e-.
You know I haven't finished,
But this waiting has my mind :-
AE TANGLE OF BROKEN TUNNELS
That lead to slaughtered memories
And meager half attempts
At some unwanted, bitter morrow.
Waiting-
Cursed, hateful affliction
That has me frozen in indecision-
In wasfeful expectation- .
And a fool's blind anticipation.
NQW free me!
Free me that I may be lonesome in peace!
,T0 relish sweetest solitary--
To revel in my stupid,' merciless pity ,
And not share it with this
Waiting. "
Tired; wealY moritingS;'-' .
And haunted, sleepless nights-
-End this-my sentence-
Tortured with never answered questions
Of never questioned answers'.
Release~me now,
Renew my sight,
Leave me with my wounded senses
To contrive again their uses.
But never, love, I know
Will that freedom touch my soul-
Prisoners there--
Estranged, forgotten prisoners
Of a foul and sadist's Fate..
And let me sleep-
Even if it is alone- .:
For I've too long been
The rankled, restless company
Of this cage that I call
Waiting.
The Worry Wort
neglect, looked enormous to him,
and the dial with its numbers
looked caver n ous , It was
conquering him. The male
secretary picked up the receiver, the
dial-tone sang to him
monotonously.
The clock upon the wall read one
and the church around the corner.... -.
rang in the hour, confirming the
reading. . He dialed ~ hastily and.
heard it ringing as he downed his
last 'mouthful of. coffee. Then the
answer:






- .. -~ .
-
"Is it raining hard there?"
"Yeah, much too hard. "
"All the windows closed?"
"Yep"
"How do you feel? You weren't
very well last night. "
"Much better today." ...
"Are you sure you're fine?"
"Yeah-s-don't worry about me."
"Have enouihmedicine?'lf not,
I'll pick somerup at the drug
store."
&61 have enouah; maybe
tomorrow."




















harvey bristol's my friend
i just dont know what to do
when he fades ...
back with my man
boy he was
when i loved him
knowing how •
-e. and just what
ineed
i love him-
lou can have'r jean nate
i dont go for none of that crap anyway
just gimme my wine .
,
back down that will
with donald on the bicycle
red hair flying
. '. . '"
that soldier boy dont mean shit now
.left behind
like a bad dream
he plays for keeps
and gives me what i need .
--.,)
his lips like aloe cleanse and heal




. after all this time
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He dialed again, and again,
received no answer. Frustration
gripped him, and each monotonous
ring argued with his logic. Anxiety
clutched him, for he 'knew that-she
was not well the previous evening.
The phone rang ten times before he
let the receiver down. Was she
ta~en_.t9~ tile hospital? .Wasshe
. -dead~?:ls she frr such arerrfbrestate
that she can't get to -the phone?
Logic ·drifted from him, and he
found It almost impossible to
retrieve it. He-rested his eyes,.-sat- ~--­
back and became calm. Nothing to
worry about, he thought. It's a nice
day, she's probably outside.
Bill Johnson arrived a half hour
later, and Greenfeld told him that
he was going to the store fora pack
of cigarettes. He had a whole pack
in his' pocket. He ran toa phone
booth and, rurnaging desperately
for a dime, en...isioned things aboU"r-- ..
his'Inother that he never before
dreamed of. He dialed and again
received no answer. With
. momentum increasing within him,
. he frenetically ran back to the
office where Johnson sat behind
the desk on the phone with a
customer. Greenfeld was sick with
curiosity; he had to go home, for he
thought that she was dead. But he
needed an alibi.
"Say ...chief," he said. My
mother's in the hospital. with a
h L·G "eart attack . .. ottarun.
From behind his desk, Johnson
slanted his eyes with anger. Could a
business be conducted with. a
neurotic- for a secretary? "Get
- out," said Johnson. .
Out 'of the office ran Tom
Greenfeld. .Into the street ran the
frantic secretary; .he ran like. a
·~rimirial·11eing-chased. by the law ~
Hereachedthe bus stop ina matter .
of five minutes. A stilled coldness
was in the ail,.~ even though ~t .
was cold, the sweatroUed down his
backIn torrents. Cursing the bus







,.;;:. ":-, ....... -: .
~'I- c.. .. f ,
tantalizing him about his stupidity
and absenteeism. He read but
. absorbed. nothing; he looked and
only saw her face. Gray clouds
devoured the sun a~d the .,jireet
lights were. awakeh~ the
overweening darkness. His·· heart
.sunk as the storm heightened. The .
thunder roared vociferously and
. with every 'blast he became cold. It
was only one-thirty; would it let up
before then? .
But· it didn't. The rain persisted
all through the afternoon and.
through the evening. And during
his three mile journey homeward
his anxiety built because he was
wet. The 'evening went as he knew.
She grew furious .and he grew
nervous ..
It was a Saturday afternoon and
GreenfeIdSai·· over a . sandwich
staring at the phone. Johnson was
out' to lunch so there was no need.
for him to worry about any in-
terruption, He picked up the
receiver and dialed. His mother was
not well the night--before-ang-:..~.~-.
wasworriedaboiirher -condition. .
The ringing continued but no one
answered. She's probably in the
bathroom, he thought, He laid the.
- 'receiver -back and .flmshed -fils·
sandwich calmly. In the meantime .
, he occupied his mind with the
current issue of Time, and sat back
digesting the words.
. .
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Frank J ~ Brisbon
..
INSEARCH OF MYSELF
.. 'OnceTwondered who I was
I looked in the mirror
But it was clouded with reflections of others
I looked in another man's eyes
There, I saw distortion and hate
This couldn't be me
I asked others
But no one heard me
I looked to by past
But it was lost in the cotton fields
I tried to read about myself




but no one weeped
Society scorned me
the world turned her back on me
. Until finally I struck back




Well I guess I should be happy-now




. continuedfrom page 12
I hear about five days and every
eight hours is your goddam
mother!" he retorted in his ar-
bitrary manner. "You're talkin' on
the fucking phone while there's
work to be done.".
"But, chief-"
"Hey, do me a favor-s-you
mother will probably outlive you;
don't let her drive you crazy. For
your sake and for the sake ·of my
business. "
The secretary did not appreciate
his belligerent. remark, but (as he
felt himself warming with anger to
defend his mother) he held his
tongue in check through his phobia
of the unemployment line. He
.:....omoved closer to his desk, delved
through the papers· in his wire
basket, and·' shifted a .nervous
glance at the dictatorial Johnson
. who .stormed out of the office
mumbling to himself with clenched
fists. Greenfeld knew that he was
being damned under his breath, so,
to avoid any further altercation, he
buried his face in the papers and
pretended to be busy. When Bill
was well out of sight, his muscles
relaxed. He looked out the window,
watching the storm, regretting that
he had· left his umbrella at
home. Mother would be furious if I '
came home drenched, he thought.
The words on the. documents
became the features of his mother,
Eacl:LPa,ragrallh_ metamorphosed
Into hercurled Iip;--danining-=hiDi --.-_.
because of his wet clothing, forever
i !:.nh,ikr"" ~.1.h~l. ·'"1{!or;:(~« 'J,W
. eiiW ,ri... ·~1U2:.ti~ ..1'! O~ Inlt:Gw: Je:~{
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The horses grazed in ,the meadow near by.
the kids played in the sun,
The birds flew in the clear blue sky,
and all the morning chores were done.
She went outside to churn some butter,
she collected the morning mail,
She went to the cow and pulled it's utter,
and the milk dropped into the pail..
\-.-
From the-chicken coop, she gathered eggs,
and woke her sleeping spouse,
She wiped her palms upon her le~
and began to straighten"the house.
When the cleaning was finished for the day,
she rushed her man along,
Together they went to bale the hay,
laughed and sang their song.
By Maria Marrone
~
WOrry WorJ continuedfrom page 13 .'
"
to lunch, Gree'f~d. folded his'
ledger and dialeC{ home. No an-
swer. She's probably at the
neighbors, he thought. Thus,
relaxed and with a better attitude
toward the business, he finished his
. lunch and continued his work.
TO MY BEST FRIEND
.'."':-..
", -, (
. '. . :" .. /.-.
. .
'.1 ;.'(.'·;··.:~·~~_..~.~ti.. .•.-, .... "., .,......
While he sat there amid the
papers and figures, the telephone
clanged, making his he~rt jump.
He answered to an unconventional
static that aggravated his ear~ and
made him impatient. "Hello-
Hello, " he said petulantly. Then .
the answer:
J "Hello Tom," said that familiar (
sing-song voice.
"Mothe(L I could hardly hear
you. Anythillg wrong with' the
phone?" -,
"No."
"Where are you calling from?"
/ . ....
Then there came a silence. For
some r-eason, a reason quite in-
definable, he shuddered. He grew
tense.
"Just wanted to tell you," said
his mother, "that I'm dead. I'm
calling you from heaven. Don't
worry about me. "
The- face of Thomas Greenfeld
went from tense to pale. His heart
expanded with fear and his eyes,
although lQQ~i~g straight ahead ~t
the office, perceived nothing. The
static persisted like the torrents of
the rain outside, licking the win-
.dowse His knees weakened, and he
was compelled to sit down. He
whispered, "Mother."
Before the conversation was
totally devoured by the static of the
hereafter, he heard her say:
"Tom, honey, it's' raining-
don't forget to close the windows
when you go home."
:- "'" ..;... \.;, ~ .. -, . ,.... ~ '\- '~..'-: .~, .>'.,' .




And other peoples floors .
Life goes on but not for Hattie Lee .
With a mop in her hand and still "on her knee
Ma~eend of poor Hattie Lee
. . Frank J. Brisbon, (
By Maria Marrone
No matter what you and I have been through,
we'll stick together like paper with glue.
Like two birds soaring in the air up high.,
Like a cup and saucer set out to dry .
If you should cry, 111 wipe your cheek,
for no friend of mine shall ever'weep.·
No matter how big, or how small,
fltpick you up if you should faH-:--
Shadows never leave the-body of a man,
so, together you and I shall always stand.
" Friendships like ours must not die,
ev~n if the years pass idly by.
We'll walk across each path that bends,
and they'll always know we're Best Friends.
And because Best Friends never part,.
we'll keep that love within our hearts.
They llbe no problem we can't mend,
and I hope our friendship never ends. ?'-
Poor Hattie Lee
Lived 50 years on her knee
Trying to live life the right way
Cause you heard of the judgement day
A life of backdoors
doing other peoples' floors
Time is marching on and the body is getting weak
. But you don't mind because its only strength for .
the soul you seek
six days you work hard








.. Ques~,()~:What do you ihink of t~e school cafeterias' prices?
....~
. :.;
Arlene Shane: The prices arevery..
-. hig~'and; worserrthey're 'rising
.. steadily. I don't purchase much at
all' in· the cafeterias. Also, the 5th
fl. cafeteria 'is too small and is
becoming insufficient.
Dennis Castliglione.. The prices in
.. 'the- schootrcafeterias"are higher
than 'prices in· the immediate area
around school. Students '. are
struggling financially: as it is
without having to struggle even
more:
Dennis Eddington: The prices are
.. much 'too -high.-! -rtrink ir'sbetter
that students bring in food from
the outside. I don't think the
students should support the school
cafeterias.
Stella C.:With.the price of a soda
. at-~49';the prices are" too high.~f \i--
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continued from page 6
oblivious to the· marijuana
smokers. There were not any in-
cidents between the two groups.
Black Studies
This may be due to the rumor that
members of the security force gota
'contact, high' while on t1i"eir
pCl\rols':"\ye are glad no one got
mt& any trouble. We really didn't
. .want to cause any" a red eyed, Mr.
Seed noted. He further went on to
say that he hoped the school would
continue this policy and work on
their ot her dem an d "im-
mediately," which was demanding
the increase allotment of lounge
space for relaxing and studying
purposes. The Marble Lounge
throughout the whole affair was in
a standing room only status. We
might have to take the next smoke'










J' • • •-, ..... ,-~.~.- .c.. ...
by Renee Perry because tradition dictates so.
Before the wedding he visits Kathie
Sigmond Romberg's operetta and in a very touching scene- they
"The Student Prince," now at the sing of their love realizing they will
Eastside Theater, is 'a story about never be together again.
love, honor and patriotic duty. in . This operetta was very popular in
nineteenth century Germany. Germany when it first appeared in
Karl Franz, Prince of Karlsberg, 1924 because it appealed to the
leaves his castle to go to school in German sense of honor, tradition
Heidleberg where he - meets and and loyalty.
falls in love with Kathie, a bar' Today the story seems a bit silly
maid. They prepare to run away to but the music is enchanting and the
Paris together .~hen duty calls and company captures. the 'fun· and
Karl must return to his ailing gaiety necessary to make it suc-.
grandfather. cessful. " .
Two years pass and he becomes .It will be running at the Eastside
engaged to a woman whom he Theater on 74th Street through
-doesn'r '-love-:-but- -must---ma:rrY--Novembel26tll.· .._-.----- ~----
~,'
explanations 'Of how the film was
shot, special effects explained,
original sketches of the costumes
and sets, and of course, color shots
of the si~. No puffery here, just
an explanation of what made .the
film such a delight.
the writing is very clever, especially
the Chapter titles, such as "Is
William F. Buckley a Contagious
Disease's" It's not often th~t 'you
find a book that can be read In one




Friedman, David, "The Machinery
of Freedom-s-guide to a Racical
Capitalism; " 1978,. Arlington.
House, Publishers, New Rochel/e,
N. Y., 240 pp. $/0.
"
Office? ," he asks, "Answer: It's
inefficient, it costs more each year
than the last, it's a perpetual
subject of complaint about which
nothing is ever -done 0 "
David Friedman is Associate
Professor of Economics at Virginia
THE WIZ SCRAPBOOK by
Richard J. Anobile (Berkley $7.95)
Unlike most film ne-ms, this
volume by the master of film books
(he edited Why A Duck and the
Marx Bros. Scrapbook). is a
valuable compilation. Included are
Polytechnic Institute and State
University, 'where he is affiliated .
with the Center for the Study of .
Public Choice. "The' inery of.
Freedom u was publishedfi years
ago, and although the atest-edition
Review by Gordon Platt has new material, \sections are
If the rapidly-spreading "tax dated. I ,
revolt" is any indication,. the, The ridiculed CAB already has"
'political climate may be ripe for a been dealt a severe, if not lethal, '.'
spectacular" rise of the libertarian. blow by the anti-regulators, w"liile'
movement. David .Friendrnan's the ICC and fCC maybe.next 'in
"The Machinery of Freedom" is a line. Nevertheless, "The Machinery .
highly reasoned and at : times' of Freedom" remains a breath of
compelling vision of what a fut~re fresh air, even if it does cite 1968
libertarian society might be like. Gallup polls and "The New York - Th'.e·, .. ··-W·.,·~~.. ~ '·'I".Z
The book is dedicated to Milton Times." from 1959 to show
Friedman, nobel ,laureate and allegedly current public opinion. -'f . <>
Newsweek columnist, whose free-Mr. Friedman is most eloquent by Melody Peoples witch and her number called' "No
Imarket theory provides the main in arguing for unrestricted im- Spectacular,- exciting, eye cat- Bad News" is' a show-stopper.' _
inspiration. "The central idea of migration.' "If. we want to be ching,' fantastic; these and other Lena Horne steals the show during
libertarianism," as explained in the honest," he says, "w_e can ship the adjectives like them can be used to her brief but powerful appearance
introduction, ,"is that people Statue of Liberty back to France or describe this ited Motown as Olinda the good witch with a
should be permitted to run their replace the outdated verse with new Production, "The Wiz." 'song called "If You Believe."
own lives as t-heywish." lines, "America, the dosed This contemporary version of the Richard Pryor is his same h~larious •
'There would be no l~ws against preserve, that dirty foreignersdon't Wizard of Oz has 'Diana Ross self in his character as the great .
drugs, gambling or pornography. deserve." playing Dorothy, a 24-year-old Wizard of Oz. .
On many issues, libertarians find The author also champions the schoolteacher, living in Harlem Shooting was. done In .such
themselves on common ground rights of youth and - mental with" her Aunt Em (Theresa familiar New York sites as the.
with conservatives of the New patients, borrowing heavily from Merritt) and "Uncle Henry (Stanley World Trade Center, Flushing
Right a~d Left individualists. "The the work of Thomas Szasz, ,"who Greene), She is- an extremely Meadows Park, Shea . Stadium,
Machinery of Freedom'; will make argues against locking up innocent bashful woman who shies away Coney Island, the 14tQ. Street 1RT
you think twice vabout calling people just because you think from such frightening things ~s Station, and, for all you
yourself a "liberal" or "con- they're crazy." Aunt Em's matchmaking, a Brooklynites, Hoyt. and Sher-
servative." Such labels seem too In Chapter ll, "A Radical promotion, from a kindergarten merhorn subway station. ,
..confining. . Critique ,of American Univer- teacher to a high school teacher, Famous designs by-· Bill .Bla~s~
. David F~ied~an calls himself an sities::~ Mr: !,r~edman ,proposed. and any encounter with life so~th Fernando Sanchezv rScott Barrie, ~._
Adam Smith liberal or Goldwater that The discipline of colleges and of 125th Street. After a touching .Steven Burroughs, and-Oscar dela
conservative, ,His admittedly universities is in .ge~eralcontnved~ family scene, Dorothy takes out the 'Renta~.((>~~_~.!J~~~,~~tl~,~~t~~;,.:.
- ~~peculiar" political view~ -.~~ ,- a notfor the.~fit'.~the·~~ts" garbage for Aunt Em and her dog -the scr.ei:irT~iti·;qlie:~~-~fieri': ...
fo of anarcho-capiratism. but : for the Interest, or. more Toto .rushes into-a fierce New York Dorothyandin~rfriends reach the.
" overnment is distingui-shed from" properly speaking.. for the ease of snowstorm. Toget h.er they fashionable land..QCQ.~:_.~._~ .. 0'_
therpolitical gangs' by 'being' themasters.u, . . 'd'isappear into a vortex of snow The . 'singing and dancHlg was
legitimated," the author believes. The book also suggests how to crystals and come crashing down wonderful, and Michael Jackson,'
In Chapter 4, entitled "Robin end the pollution problem, ~ow to· into a magical oblivion known as the scarecrow, will make you want
Hood Sells Out," he advised, "Ask provide efficient mass transit for a Munchkinland. to move when he sings a number
not what the Government can do song, and ho\\Z. to move national From Munchkinland, Dorothy called "You Can't Win, You Can't
for you. Ask what the Government defense into the priva~e se.cto~" A and Toto begin their long journey Break Even." The acting" was
is doing to you." . very readable appendix .functl~ns down the yellow brick road. Along . amateurish at tinres and therefore
While Mr. Friedman's radical as a h.andbook of libertarian the way she meets up with a important pointseasily got lost.
views will alienate a number of readings. scarecrow (played by Michael But allin all the Wiz was truly a
readers, -everyone will find an Unfortunately, "The Machinery Jackson), atinman ,(played by wow! This highly imaginative,
ample supply of ammunition of Freedom" ~uffers from sloppy Nipsey Russel), and a "mean ole funfilled, and often awe-inspiring
against Big Government. "How is editing. Jean (SIC) Paul Getty (p. 9), lion" ( la ed b Ted Ross). Mabel film is on'e Fm osureadults2. as well "~J









WORD IS OUT'by Nancy Adair· chapter by.Nancy Adair on the
and Casey Adair (Delta $7-.95) making of Word Is'Out, explaining
Subtitled "stories of some of our the delights' and .difficulties of
lives " W'ord Is Out is based on the making a film collectively. The
accl~imedfilmofthe same naine, major accomplishment of both the
portraying the lives and experiences film and the book is that it show~:
of two dozen gay men and women. widely divergent personalities, yet
The interviews are carefully taken they all t<?uch a responsive chord in
from the film» including 'several the reader. '. .'.~ .:




















,There isn't too much, to, say
about. the, music: in Tormato: The
power of Yes is' still intact . This
isn't the best of Yos,~usi~ ('dose, to- ,
the edge', alidthe'Yes a.Itriit1t vie for
, that title). But 'if:is ,not thCir"worst. ,











Direct-to-Disc is' heralded as the Disc discs, from Crystal Clear beauytiful clarify 'of the true in- surface noise inherent in a vinyl
most realistic way to record sound. Records. The actual recordingsare strumentation will bring a smile to record. Extra special care must be
In the normal recording process, the clearest, most life-like recor- your face.s, taken in the pressings to avoid
a performance is taped on many dings this reviewer has ever heard. What are the' problems with surface poise and damage. Crystal
tracks, 'which can be altered in' The better equipment the listener direct-to-disc? Well, if the per- Clear.zfow does their pressings in
(7
many ways (mixing, overdub, has, the more s/he will be able to formance isn't good, you either Germany for that very reason, and.
splicing) toachieve the final version appreciate it, but the .cornplete suffer, or throw out the whole although there are still clicks and
we hear. Direct-to-Disc recording vfidelity to the live sound is un- project. Another problem is the pops on many discs, the' overall
bypasses the tape stage, leavingthe mistakable '.under any cir- playing time-or lack ofit, Because noise level is relatively low. It still
lathes which cut. the discs to record cumstance, At first this may sound I of the heavy modulation of. tbe could be much better.
. ~ . , ~ ~
a performance live, as is, with no strange to the listener, because we recorded sound, grooves must be Most of the discs are recordedat
chance to go back and change any are used to doctored, distorted, and spaced fairly far apart from each 45 rpm, which provides a more
musical flubbs. The trade-off is unrealistic recordings (not meant to other to prevent distortion in}he faithful reproduction than 33. This
flexibility for fidelity. be taken negatively, a Sgt. Pepper pressing, which can be andther cuts the playing time per side to a
The Ticker has been able to could never havebeen done direct- j problem. While the tape hiss .is very limited fifteen minutes. Which
obtain the first batch of Direct-to-· to-disc), but eventually the gone, it no longer can mask .the might seem painful at the price, up
to 'fifteen bucks a throw. Is it worth
it? Well, ifyou have the money and
the desjje - for faithful reproduc-
tion·;1f's worth it. If you can find a
. recording of a performance "you
like, rather than just as a
demonstration piece, a d-t-d Will,
make you very-happy.• Here's a
brief, sum-up, of Crystal Clear's
most recent releases:
Laurindo Almeida-Virtuoso
Guitar (CCS 8001,45 rpm) features
a pop-jazz version of Yesterday, a
beautiful delicate ballad, Jazz-
Tuno at the Mission, and Brasilian
composer' Radames Gnattali's
Sonata for Guitar and Cello with
percussion. It's a beautiful played
record with the Gnattalipiece as a
stand-out.
Charlie Byrd (CCS 8002, 45 rpm)
also starts off with a pop-jazz tune,
Janis, JaiJ's'At, :Seventeen, and
continued through some light jazz- '
tinged tunes with Wayne Phillips
'on drums, Paula Hatcher on flute,
Bill Reichenbach on trombone, and
Joe Byrd on bass. The fast and
furious Moliendo Cafe provides a
meaty, showcase for Byrd's playing, '
and the drum solo on Old Hymn is
so powerful that you feel like your
inside of the drum. Seriously,
check the fuses on. your speakers,
. because the uncompressed tran-
sients can knock your speaker right
out if ou la it too 'loud.
Although these records are meant
to be played loud.
Cal Tjader-Huracsn (CCS 8003,
45 rpm) is a Latin jazz fusion
featuring Willie Bobo and a Latin
band, The\ percussive sounds come
through loud and dear.
Arthur Fiedler' and the Boston
Pops; Tchaikovsky: Cappreccio
Ltatien, Rimsky-Korsakov:
Capriccio £Spagnol (CCS 7003,
33 vi rpm) Recorded on Boston
Symphony Hall, this recording
captures the wonderful acoustics of
the hall, all the sonorities of the
orchestra, and the very leisurely
pace of Fiedler's - conducting. It
showcases the orchestra
beautifully.
These records can be found at
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Recording technology has been
growing .in leaps and bounds the
last twenty years, to the point
where now the weak link in the
audio chain is the software; records
and tapes. Ray Dolby's device has
cut down on the tape hiss of rriost
recordings, and records processed
'with' Dolby-encoded tapes have
considerably less noise in the
background. One of the most
recent steps forward has been a step
backward, the omission of the tape
completely. Digital recording and
.playbackJs.con the horizon, but
with the equipment we have now,
.:
, ,
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................ " " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
- .
If you question long .enough and deep enough, certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident. . c
It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture. . ' , '.
We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not
question: Its too qood to gulp. As any ratio,nal man can taste.
.................... eo .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. : ..
BLACK GIRLS JUST WANT TO GET FUCKED ALL NIGHT,
I JUST DON'T HA VE THA T MUCH JAM. U --
WHITE GIRLS ARE PRETTY FUNNY,
SOMETIMES THEY DRIVE ~EMAD,
CITY .. . . . . . . . . . . . STATE .. . . . . . . . . . . . ZIP CODE _- '
ADDRESS




. -NEW YORK~NEWYORK )0019
, - WE ARE EXTREMEL Y INJURED BY THlMORALL Y OFFEN-
SIVE LYRICS OF THEABOVE SONG, AND WE HEREBY EXPRESS
OUR PROFOUND OUTR(1GE A T "THE YIOl:.A 'PION OF, THE
RACIAL INSULTS ro, ANp THE DEGRADA TION OF BLACK PEO-
PLE ANDoBLACK WOMEN IN PARTICOLAR, THAT THE LYRICS
OF THIS SONG REPflESENT.
'NAME , : .




r---- Racial Slander of_~ _
. sMick Ja er
'--------~~~~-=-:-":"""::::-::::-:-~~I
THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXCERP1..TAKEN FROM THE ALBUM
AND SONG ENTITLED: "SOME GIRLS" WRITTEN AND PRODUC-
ED BY MICK JAGGER and THE ROLLING STONES DiSTRIBUTED
BY ATLANTIC RECORDS, A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS AF-
FILIATE. .' _
"FRENCH GIRLS WANT CARTIER,
ITALIAN GIRLS WANT CARS,
AMERICAN GIRLS WANT EVERYTHING IN THE WORLD YOU
CAN POSSIBLY IMAGINE, .
ENGLISH.GIRLS ARE PRISSY, I CAN'T STAND THEM ON. THE
TELEPHONE,
SOMETIMES I TAKE THE RECEIVER OFF THE HOOK,
I DON'T WANT THEM TO EVER CALL
do something about this atrocity,
and that's you, the CONSUMER.
. Back in 1976 when album prices
were raised (rom $6.98 to $7.98
there was no consumer resistance,
which let record companies get
away with raising the prices on
almost all old and new albums. If
we again neglect to take action
against the manufacturers, the
prices we pay. for our music will be




As of Monday Oct. 23, 1978, 'for these albums, you will be pay-
Columbia Re.cords raised the retail ing anywhere from$5.59 and up.
price of certain select Tapes and Most other major record .com-
LP's to $8.98. The albums effected panies have yet to announce' their
are current releases bv Chicago, future plans on this' matter,. .
Boston, and Heart, with new although the new Steve Martin
albums by Billy Joel, Santana, and album on W.E.A. is also $8.98. It
Ted Nugent also receiving the in- is believed that most of the record
crease. companies will be raising the prices
What this rneansto vou , the con- on their superstar acts, by early
sumer, is;':~e the reta-ilers are pay- 1979,
ing anywhere from $4.59 to $4.93 . There is only one person that can






by Sandy Jacolow by Barbara Delfyett
Someone once said "the more. typical Chicago tune. Their jazz- VANGUARD PUBLICIZES
things change, the more they stay rock fusion works well here. Walter RACIAL SLANDER OF MICK
the same", while in Chicago's case Parazaider adds the finishing JAGGER
"the more things change, the better touches with a breezy flute' solo. Mick Jagger, lead singer of the
they get". Throughout the nest I} This is one of the album's strongest Rolling Stones, has written a song
years of. Chicago's 12 years cuts. ntitled Some Girls. This song is so
together, the members of the group Take A Chance the first side orally offensive to Blacks and .
had remained the same. Over the closer is a mid-tempo with Donnie specially to Black women that I
past few years, they're been in a! Darcus again works magic. This'Vanguard decided steps must be I
musical rut, and with thesad death time on his lead vocals, as well as taken to make people aware of the
of lead guitarist and vocalist, Terry his.guitar work. " racial slander Jagger has written.
Kath, the group was almost down Gone Long Gone, a relaxing Members of Vanguard, are:
and out. Finally some new blood laid back tune. Peter Cetera does circulating petitions in the school'
has been injected into the group, a excellent job of overdubbing his which express their outrage of the :
that blood being Donnie Darcus. voice on the chorus. This is a strong publication of this song. They are'
To signify the change, ·there are single possibility. trying to accumulate enough I
some other changes. The' album is Ain't It Time is straight rock and signatures to attempt to ban the!
called Hot Streets, instead of the roll. It's reminiscent of Bachman selling of this record. They also feel!
usual roman numeral, and the Turner Overdrive's earlier mater- that Jagger should make a public'
groups members are for the first ial, with a added horn section. apology to Blacks, for putting them
time pictured on the album ,cover.·\ Love Was New is the only song in such a ,degrading position. .
.:: .~ Each member is also identified on written by Bobby Lamm on this When the petitions are-collected,
~ " the inside jacket. What all of these' album. Unfortunately the .wonder- members. of Vanguard will per-
-~ changes add up to is that the group ful lyrics lose something when sonally take them to the office of
has never sounded better. .they're transfered from paper to Ahmet Ertegon, President of
Chicago may have their second; vinyl. Atlantic Records, They will 'then-
#1 single, with the album opener,' Soft, warm horns open No' Tell discuss their feelings-about this
Alive Again. This fiery tune has Lover, anti are mixed with a well situation and the possibility of
become the group's new theme orchestrated string section. resolving it.
song. There's a feel of the group's Cetera's smooth as silk voice puts a 'Black women were not the only
"Feelin' Stronger Everyday" here, crystal glaze on this strong album ones who were upset by this song.
but it has a richer sound. The har- cut. Black males have said that there is
monies are flawless, and more The last song on the album Show no truth iI\ Jagger's song and they
together then e~er. IMe The Way has a sound" unlike hate to ~ee th:ir women projected
The group slows .the pace down Ianything else on the album. The in such a poor Image. . .
on Th. Greatest Love On Earth. perky, ci:cus like beat through adds I personally question the validity-
the lyrics by Danny Seraphine and an ly'sting effect, as well as the of Jagger's song knowing' that he
David Wolinski are deeply moving. distorted background vocals. . couldn't possibly be speaking on
·Hlt's a long distance love affair. After listening to this album over, behalf of Black women. Being a
~.r~~m~~~~mt~~~~q~nl'mrem~~~m~~mmm~clf,lw~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
rarely share. They hope their' love how great this group once was. suited by this record' and while r
. .:-,..-' will come someday. When together Like all true champions, you prove discussing it with other ~lack
with their fraulin' they will steal your greatness by giving a peak per- women I could not find one of
away. " forrnance when the chips, are down." them' who, viewed themselves as
In a few instances Peter Cetera's Chicago· has proved their greatne~ Jagger did. Jagger neither being
. vocals, oddly enough, sound by coming up with what is their Black nor female, clearly' shows
similar to Meatloaf, on Little Miss strongest, sharpest, and tightest that he has no basis for the
Lovin'." The Bee Gee's add the playing in its career. eneralization he has made.
background vocals, during the in- Alot of credit must be given to There will be follow-up to this
feetious chorus. Here we see the group members Peter Cetera and article, informing you about Er-
first signs of the effect Donnie Dar- Donnie Darcus. Together they have tegun's reaction to the petitions and
cus has had on the group with his I turned Chicago around, f~om dy- h.ow .he chooses to handle the
superb guitar work. I ing and falling fast to being very situanon ,
The title track Hot Street is I much" Alive Again," I f you haven't already signed a







of Heaven. Onward is simple, and by Howard Siers
And their worst is better than potent .
.. ' almost everyone elses. But theft are two minor flaws.
This is a wonderful record,· Firstly they printed all the silly If the CARS want to become real , <,
which is what you expect when you lyrics. And then, there is the cover. - musicians they betterrdump their,_
i buy a Yes record. Don't Kill the The same 'people who brought 'us synthesizer.ir's the only way they'll I~PortedfiOmC~~bYCenturylmpoiters;I':'C:.NewYori<,NY.;"<2.:."'-'
I·. Whale is beautiful; and Jon's son, thoseRoger Dean covers, are now be forced to play some rock n' roll ". Damon Anderson, brighteos-CiFCUS ~qWshinglomatoes. with life in it. " . .~ .. , . ~ ....~,. , . ..,"'.; ~ ) .:. .: ...[.'- :~~ .. ';-"'r~J n,. :.,' it"::'_~,~:,~. f ," • .; ... t~ ~. .:• ~ A." - 'O' .. '.. i : .( r r t " ",:' ~. ( ~ ) ~! ~ . t : J 1-: .. ..._.' 1 ........ p _. ., '.. 1._ _ ...:: l J.,f":. ): "" ., , ,~" -. . I •. I, '. ••. .". 1 • r t t '. 'I • I 11 r,. . "\. r t ...,.,. ,,~...,. 1) ,.
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What do I do next?,
A.F. & D.S.






Howie, Come back to visit. Don't
be a stranger.
Steve,
My lanes of yours (my socks
arl\l't funny looking-:-I think
they're kirrd of spiffy.)
MinQY,
PLEASE don't hold your breath,
but I PROMISE to pick up rny
drawings soon!!
Susan,






fresh baked goods-gourmet foods
1135-37 Second Avenue
Bet. 59th & 60th Sts.
New York., N.Y. 1~22
Robert Solnick
Proprietor
Want Serious Nude Models
toposeforadvancedphotogra
student for more info. call nights



















Thanks for helping. I can't
believe I "ate" the whole thing.
The B Train Rider
Sex/Sin,
Do you consider it a 'sin to have
sex?
Lynne,
Don't you think, it's time to
appoint a 4th member to the Fees
Committee?
Avi,
Stop pulling strings .
Jill and Mark,
- Happy 2 month Anniversary!
Dash
ATTENTION ALL CLUBS &
TEAMS: ..
Show you belong with custom
printed T-Shirts or sweatshirts.
Great quality service. and prices. 2
doz. min. Call Rudy 358-6357.
•••••
Cookie,
.Can I eat you? PLEASE!!! I love Dear Tee,
you, Barry Is it true that Prof. P. is a clone?
I.M. Brown
To: Skyler Orion
Your zest and enthusiasm is an




-P .S. I said PLEASE
M.H. • ••••
Want to buy or sell something?
Looking for a roommate? Placean
Anol!ymous ad in Tieker's classified.
For 'the small fee of 50$,. for the first 20
words, you can haVe a say in your schoo~
newspaper! We'll print anything. From selli~g










Attention An Baruch Students:
Ticker Class.iliad Is Back!
Class Council 1982
Presents A TOGA PARTY Thurs.
Nov. 9 student center 12-???
•••••
The Italian Society meets every
Thursday from 12-2 p.m. in the






ife BBA Nov. 13
Mobil Oil ' BBA Nov. 14
Chess King Inc. BBA Nov. 22
For further information, contact
the' College Placement Office
-located at 360 PAS.
Willing to exchange tickets for The
Grateful Dead· Concert at the
Garden for two tickets for concert
, ' -
at New Haven. Call Tom between





. Sigma AlphaMu Fraternity
Class Council 1981,
REWARD!
LOST a blue high school ring. Call






Stat Zip:City:~__-- ~__.. e: o:----_ ------
Telepho.: ,
, . .. TotaIEnclosed: ~-
'&'bnrit 'your ad 10 the Tlcke, offic*, Rm. 33t,Student ee".tera(_~·'.'..
or mail it't~ ---LTi~,BoX377.17E.~~~~I:~Y_~Y•. 1~1o',," ~-n ',;.
Prof. Schul,
Please just teach the class, and
avoid going off on a tangent. Stop
wasting our time.




continued from page 3
l'tikalsky
continued from page 3
hair to the -left as she spoke. Her
lips pursed in thought; her' blue
eyed gaze was steady ~ She said,
"Certainly the major respon-
sibility of my jog is to get a bigger,
better campus. Certainly we're
pushing to get that done."
When asked how the. campus
would be dealt with if there were no
restrictions from any source, there
was a general burst of laughter.
Mr. Zatorski quipped,
"Destroy it and build again."
But he added more seriously that in
view of all the difficulties of the
lack of space, that "the Baruch
studentlis to be commended'."
Professor Milkulsky urged in
closing that she is open to calls
about these issues. "Anytime. Call
me on the phone. I would rather. .
give you the fact than allow for Dear Lori,
gossip and elaboration. " . Bernadine and Fredrick Boyce: . Thanks for being there when I
She added, "I 'don-'t have -toCongrats oIl, your new' edition needed someone to talk to. You're
speak In our dWnse. We' don't . SKYLER~ORION BOYCE. . a good friend.
have a back pocket full of money. LOVE, JOHN
We are trying to improve life."
"W" Grade
continued from page 4
natives. However, the former is not
under Baruch cont-rol, which would
raise a whole new group of dif-
ficulties, while the latter does 11;01
have the central location and easy
access that is provided with the use
of the 24th Street building.,
About these and other problems
with r~~tr~~n, Dr. Green s~d,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"There is no way we can be ab-
solutely error free. There has been
much talk of alleviating all
problems. We are aware of all
problems. We have input from the
Deans of the various. schools,
counselors, and from anyone with
suggestions. "
meets to get a decision. Application
per se (by itself) does not guarantee
approval. You must continue to at- Copy:
tend classes while you wait.for the
decision:
r=T:-T::-T":-r:"'T.:""T::'"I Moral ofthe Story
.. You should ·choose your courses
~~:-t::-t:::"t::"'1":::1and your program very carefully.
When you drop' a course, 'you
create financial problems for
~~~1"':"1yourself (whether you pay for the
course or receive some kind 'of
~~=+::~+:-t':11'::"1
~~~~ financial .aid). When you drop
courses you waste. the -,academic
I NAP T' resources of the college a~d 3Ctual~
,z .. It . :ly perform..a.disservice 'to~your
.1. II R T 1 A.f~UowstUdents. So·think'befaeyou
'.. ~ S, CEo, D -drop.· ..,. . _. '




continued from page 3
.rravelLog
continuea from page 7 coritinuedfrompage3
Switzerland and Italy. Napoleon funds for books, and there are hap-
bad used this pass, and the py faces when students leave the of-
barracks he built for his soldiers flee.
still exists. I had a spectacular vi-ew, But is there any danger of some
being surrounded by majestic, students receiving the, wrong
snow-capped "mountains. I could checks?
hear the bells of the grazing cattle. I According to Creange there is.
was totally isolated fr-\lm the always this danger lurking in the
'world; separated from business, minds of'the students. To prevent
people, and life. It was truly a any mistakes, 'students receiving
unique experience. payment must come to the office on
When I got back to reality, we the given datev. show their student
descended the Alps and journeyed I.D~ cards, and bring along their
to the cities of Chur and St. Moritz.> Bursar bill. An index' card must
The latter, once the "in" place to also be filled out so that the names
go for wealthy travellers, is filled and dates can be convieniently
with elegant, historic, hotels and checked.
~ ~-
mansions.
Of all the countries I visited, I
found Switzerland to be the most
enjoyable. That is my personal
opinion which is affected' by my
heritage.
This is the final segment of my
episodes overseas last summer. On
behalf of the Ticker, I am inviting






"It's hard to utilize Monday thru
Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
with limited classroom space
availableto students." He also said
.Ir's _ very uncomfortable and
perhaps the students would learn
more effectively in a smaller en-
vironment.
When asked what he 'thought
about the tremendous inflow of
Freshmen and Transfer students
into Baruch this semester, Mr.
Goldstein reiterated, "Baruch is
considered the school. to come to.
Everyone realizes that this is the
institution where they're going to
.get a good education and learn
skills that will be able to be tran-
slated irito a job when they
graduate. That's very important in
-----
today's environment and I think
the students realize that at Baruch
they can get these skills and they're
coming. So we are very Pleased, but
we have certain problems that we
.are trying to address ourselves to.
But we're gonna make it!"
This was the first meeting of
additional meetings which will be
held to discuss specifics. ThiS
meeting was a general one in which
aU the problems were revealed and
discussed. Any further meetings
will deal with specific ways of
implementing improvements.
THE TICKER will announce any
further developments as they arise.
_.- '--. ------~.:- ',-.--
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Stevenson, who is regarded as
something just short of a God in his
native Cuba, vaulted the ropes and
. . -
brought' with him an- air of total
superiority. Clark bounced into the
ring' confident and cocky, sure of
victory. He hit Stevenson at will
.and in the process avoided the
cuban's hammerlike blows, which
would have ended the fight with
one connection.
Clark won the second round also
arfd with only 25 seconds left in the
last, got careless and was rewarded
. with a Stevensonright-hand. Clark
went down and the' Cubans went
home with eight wins in eleven
tries, the Americans go home in




by Ernest G. Fagan and The Quarterback
..,a.
Atlanta (6-4) @ New Orleans (5-5)
Saints are enjoying best record in
teams 12 year history. Qb Manning
finally taking charge: Falcons'
Bartkowski separated shoulder in
Monday Night upset of L.A. Sub
QB Jones must supply more of-
fense to beat Saints.
Baltimore, (4-6) @ Seattle (5-5)
Seahawks can score against
anyone. Colts have worst defense
in entire NFL. Zorn to Largent
should burn porous Colt Secon-
dary.
Chicago (3-7)- @ Minnesota (6-4)
Bears on worst losing streak since
1969. Vikes new offense bewildered
Cowboys, Bears should be no
problem. Look for Tark to
Foreman out of the backfield.
Dallas (6-4) @ Green Bay (7-3) Are
the Packers for real? RB Middleton
on his way to 1,000 yard plus
season. Cowboys playing in-
consistent football. Green Bay
must play errorless football to win.
Denver (6-4) @ Cleveland (5-5)
Browns' QB Sipe can't~row
against Bronco deep backs, and 3-4
defense can hold RB Pruitt.
Morton beginning to revitalize flat
offense,
Oakland (6-4) @ Cincinnati (1-9)
Benga~ .~re a little better than 1-8.
They Pf!iy tough, but fall apart.
Stabler leads the NFL with 19
intercepts but will throw anyway.
N. Y. Jets (6-4) @ Philadelphia (5-
5) Eagles' Montgomery leads NFC
in rushing, but Jets should hold
him under a hundred. Jets have
WR's Walker and Gaffney to
throw at tired Philly defense.
Pittsburg (9-1) @ Los Angeles (8-2)
Rams pave no. 1 defense. Steelers
Bradshaw has Pitt at its peak.
Definitely a high scoring game, but
a Field goal the difference.
S1. Louis (2-8) @ San Francisco (1-
9) This game is to determine who is
worst. Cards have better offense,
4gers just give it to O.J.
Tampa Bay (4-9)@ Detroit (3-7)
Bucs have convinced entire league
they're not same patsies of '76 and
'77. Lions haven't proved anything
except they still can't win in NFC
Central.
N. Y. Giants (5-5) '@ Washington
(7-3) Giants had Saints dead to
rights two weeks ago but let them
off hook. Skins Theismann should
be back to start this one and exploit
weak Giantsecondary,
Ernest's picks -
2) Patriots ran up 55 _points against
38,Jets two weeks ago. NFL's no. 1 New England Houston 20
offense will keep Oilers in hole that New Orleans 27, Atlanta 14
RB Campbell cant run out of. San Diego 23, Kansas City 10
Kansas City (2~8) @ San Diego (4- Minnesota 17, Chicago 6
6) Cheifs played Steelers tough Denver 24, I Cleveland '0
before losing by three. Chargers are St. Louis 32, / San Francisco 17Miami 35,·' Buffalo 20better than 4-5 record.
Detroit 13, Tampa Bay . 10
Miami (7-3) @ Buffalo (3-7) We all Oakland ~ 28, Cincinnati 27,
know how good Dolphins are. Bills ---- Dallas 25, Green Bay 21: ;..,.
defensive .unit IS too tired to be . Seattle 34, Baltimore 17 '--'-
• ~J~:....
effective, but offense can score Washington 20, Giants. 14
now and then. Jets 27, Philadelphia 21
EARLY LINE Pittsburgh 19, Los Angeles 13
FAVORITE D I F
FERENCE UNDERDOG The Quarterback's Picks
New England" 4 Houston
Atlanta. New Orteans" New England 28, Houston 17
San Diego" 12 Kansas City Atlanta 17, New Orleans 10
Minnesota• 8 Chicago " San Diego 28, Kansas City 20
Denver 2 Cleveland" Chicago 17, . Minnesota 14
San Francisco" 1 St. Louis Denver 14, Cleveland 7
Miami 4 Buffalo" St. Louis 35, . San Francisco 7
Tampa Bay_ r 7 Detroit" Miami 35, , Buffalo 14
Oakland 8 Cincinnati'"- . Tampa Bay 20, - Detroit 14
Dallas 3 Green Bay" Oakland 21, Cincinnati 17
Seattle" 5 Baltimore DallaS 17, Green Bay 15
Washington" 7 N.Y. Giants Seattle 27, Baltimore 10
Phil~IPhia. 6 N.Y~ Jets Washington 28, Giants 7
Pitts urgh 4 Los Angeles" Philadelphia 32, . Jets ·20
. J • = Home TEAM Los Angeles 20, PittsDurgh - .14
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